was famously prescient. He anticipated, for instance, satellite communications and powerful computers in the form of HAL in the cult film 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) . He also popularized the 'space elevator' . That concept, which now has some solid scientific support (see Nature http://doi. org/fv4rxv; 2007), was central to The Fountains of Paradise (1979) , one of his score of science-fiction novels.
As an e ditor of Clarke's nonf i c t i o n i n h i s eighties, I was struck by his unquenchable curiosity about science, literature and civilization -human and extraterrestrial. He would usually agree to my request for a book review after an initially discouraging response on grounds of frantic busyness. The result seldom needed any editing.
Clarke's interest in telecommunications began in rural Somerset, UK. His father had been an engineer in charge of telephone and telegraph circuits; his mother, a telegraph operator. The young Arthur received castoff equipment, such as telephones, switchgear and a photocell from his relative George Grimstone, an engineer who taught him to build wireless crystal sets. Clarke also experimented with homemade rockets on family farmland. He read David Lasser's introduction to rocketry and space flight, The Conquest of Space (1931) ; devoured US science-fiction pulp magazines; and joined the British Interplanetary Society, founded in 1933 to promote space flight (then seen as a concept of the lunatic fringe by most scientists and engineers).
In 1936, having scored 100% for arith metic in the civil-service entrance examination, An 'artificial satellite' at the correct distance from the earth would make one revolution every 24 hours; i.e., it would remain stationary above the same spot and would be within optical range of nearly half the earth's surface. Three repeater stations, 120 degrees apart in the correct orbit, could give television and microwave coverage to the entire planet.
Clarke realistically concluded: "I'm afraid this isn't going to be of the slightest use to our postwar planners, but I think it is the ultimate solution to the problem. " He followed up with a more detailed piece in Wireless World that October, envisioning "spacestations" that relied on thermionic valves serviced by an onboard crew supplied by atomic-powered rockets.
SPACE GODFATHER
The first commercial communications satellite, Telstar I, was built by Bell Telephone Laboratories and launched in 1962. The first to be geostationary, the Hughes Aircraft Company's Intelsat I ('Early Bird'), went up in 1965. Both launched on conventional rockets, and operated with transistors and without human maintenance. The two US engineers chiefly responsibleJohn Pierce for Telstar and Harold Rosen for Intelsat -saw Clarke as the father of satellite communications. Richard Colino, director-general of Intelsat (the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization) agreed in his foreword to a collection of Clarke's technical writings, Ascent to Orbit (1984) . Clarke preferred "godfather", noting with uncharacteristic modesty in the book that he had received "rather more of the credit, I suspect, than I really deserve". In old age, however, he told me that his comsat article was "the most important thing I ever wrote".
Clarke consolidated his wartime hands-on training with a degree in mathematics and physics at King's College London, graduating in 1948. In 1950 he published the nonfiction book Interplanetary Flight, which he claimed was the first English-language study offering "the basic theory of space travel 
VISION AND INFLUENCE
Clarke's prolific fiction encompasses the grittily technical and the unashamedly fantastic, sometimes almost on the same page. His numerous short stories include 'The Sentinel' (1951), which contains a key element of 2001 -the human discovery of an alien artefact on the Moon -and 'The Nine Billion Names of God ' (1953) , an ironic tale of two computer engineers hired by Tibetan monks to generate the divine monikers.
His best-known novel, apart from 2001 (Clarke and Kubrick developed the 1968 book alongside the film), is the semimystical Childhood 's End (1953) . Here Earth is controlled by the Overlords, benevolent aliens who have abolished war, hunger and disease, along with adventure and innovation. As well as the elevator, the technodrama The Fountains of Paradise features an island closely resembling Clarke's adopted home, Sri Lanka. The Songs of Distant Earth (1986), his own favourite novel, is set among former Earthlings who have escaped the predicted destruction of the planet by a solar nova in the fourth millennium, to settle on Thalassa, an oceanic planet in another star system.
His copious non-fiction comprised articles and reviews collected in Greetings, Carbon-Based Bipeds! (1999) 
